### SUBJECT | COURSE | SECTION | CRN | TITLE | CREDITS | MEETING | DAY | HRS ARRANGED | LOCATION | DISCOVERY | INSTRUCTOR
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
WS | 405 | 1 | 59651 | Intro to Women's Studies | 4 | TR | 2:30-4:30PM | In Person | SS 108 | UNY, IN, SS, WI | Mary Beth Salerno
WS | 405 | 1 | 59652 | Intro to Women's Studies | 4 | MWF | 2:10-3:50PM | In Person | SS 127 | UNY, IN, SS, WI | Mary Beth Salerno
WS | 405 | 1 | 51052 | Intro to Women's Studies | 4 | MWF | 2:10-3:30PM | Synchronous ONLINE | ONLINE | UNY, HUMA | Stephanie Harzanski
WS | 405 | 253 | 51062 | Intro to Women's Studies | 4 | MW | 11:35-12:35PM | Synchronous ONLINE | ONLINE | UNY, IN, SS, WI | Samantha Whitehead
WS | 405 | 1 | 51109 | Gender, Power and Privilege | 4 | TR | 11:10-12:30PM | In Person | HS 131 | UNY, HUMA | Maria Bettschnieder
WS | 505 | 1 | 57087 | Survey Women and Gender: Gender and Mental Illness in Film and Literature | 4 | TR | 10:10-11:30PM | In Person | SS 108 | UNY, IN, SS, WI | Rachel Wright
WS | 505 | 351 | 57088 | Survey Women and Gender: Gender and Mental Illness in Film and Literature | 4 | TR | 11:10-12:30PM | Synchronous ONLINE | ONLINE | UNY, IN, SS, WI | Jodie Ryan
WS | 505 | 235 | 54125 | Survey Women's Studies: Inequality & Justice | 4 | TR, W | 2:10-3:30PM | Synchronous ONLINE | ONLINE | UNY, IN, SS, WI | Jodie Ryan
WS | 505 | 450 | 54126 | Survey Women's Studies: Expanding Masculinities | 4 | TR | 9:10-10:30PM | In Person | SS 130 | UNY, IN, SS, WI | Rachel Wright
WS | 505 | 351 | 54127 | Survey Women and Gender: Environment Food Justice | 4 | TR | 10:35-12:15PM | Synchronous ONLINE | ONLINE | UNY, IN, SS, WI | Samantha Whitehead
WS | 505 | 235 | 54128 | Survey Women's Studies: Inequality & Justice | 4 | TR | 11:10-12:30PM | Synchronous ONLINE | ONLINE | UNY, IN, SS, WI | Jodie Ryan
WS | 532 | 1 | 51060 | Feminist Thought | 4 | TR | 3:40-5:00PM | Synchronous ONLINE | ONLINE | UNY, SS | Samantha Whitehead
WS | 799 | 1 | 52024 | Independent Study | 4 | TR | 1:30-4:00PM | In Person | SS 108 | UNY, HUMA | Mary Beth Salerno
WS | 799 | 1 | 52023 | Adv Topics/Capstone Experience | 4 | TR | 1:30-4:00PM | In Person | SS 108 | UNY, SS | Mary Beth Salerno
WS | 797 | 1 | 54474 | Internship | 4 | TR | 1:30-4:00PM | Online | UNY, SS | Jodie Ryan
WS | 798 | 1 | 52871 | Women, Gender, and Health | 4 | TR | 1:30-4:00PM | In Person | SS 108 | UNY, SS | Jodie Ryan
WS | 799 | 1 | 55888 | Honors Thesis | 4 | TR | 1:30-4:00PM | Synchronous ONLINE | ONLINE | Jodie Ryan, Deidra Endresz
WS | 300 | 1 | 53011 | Women's & Gender Studies | 3 | TR | 3:40-5:00PM | In Person | SS 108 | UNY, SS | Jodie Ryan

Subjects: 01C, 01R, 02C, 02R

**CREDITS**: 4

**MEETING**: 500, 503

**DAY**: TR

**HRS ARRANGED**: 3:00-5:00PM

**LOCATION**: SS 108

**DISCOVERY**: UNY, SS, WI

**INSTRUCTOR**: Deidra Endresz, Jodie Ryan

The following courses may be taken for Women's Studies credit. PLEASE CHECK TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE FOR UPDATED COURSE TIME INFORMATION.

This cross-counted list is frequently updated with new additions.
| QT | 533 | 1 | 52824 | Stressed Out: The Science and Nature of Human Stress | 4 | TR | 11:10 - 12:30PM | In Person | HORT 604 | LAB, BS | Barbara White |
| PHIL | 431 | 1 | 54812 | Philosophy and the Arts: The Origin and End of Gender | 4 | TR | 9:40 - 10:00AM | In Person | HS 202 | STR, WI, Inquiry, FPA | Matthew Gintowt |
| PHIL | 480 | 2 | 54813 | Ethics and Society | 4 | MW | 1:10 - 2:30PM | In Person | HS 202 | STR, HUMA | Nina Windgassen |
| PHIL | 480 | 2 | 54814 | Ethics and Society | 4 | MW | 3:40 - 5:00PM | In Person | HS 202 | STR, HUMA | Nina Windgassen |
| POLT | 546 | 1 | 56608 | Wealth and Politics in Asia | 4 | TR | 11:10 - 12:30PM | In Person | HORT 204 | WI | Chris Koehler |
| POLT | 721/821 | 1 | 56634 | Feminist Political Theory | 4 | TR | 1:10 - 2:30PM | In Person | HORT 110 | WI | Maria Bretschneider |
| PSYC | 741W | 1 | 54176 | Special Topics: Science of Daydreaming | 4 | MW | 11:10 - 12:30PM | In Person | MCC 245 | WI | Lastin Mills |
| PSYC | 741W | 2 | 54840 | Special Topics: Science of Daydreaming | 4 | MW | 2:10 - 3:30PM | In Person | MCC 245 | WI | Lastin Mills |
| PSYC | 970 | 1 | 55061 | Counseling | 4 | TR | 2:10 - 3:30PM | In Person | MCC 226 | WI | Robert Eckstein |
| SOC | 525 | 1 | 52064 | Sexual Behavior | 4 | MW | 9:40 - 11:00AM | In Person | MCC 229 | WI | Nina Stracuzzi |
| SOC | 635W | 1 | 52913 | Medical Sociology | 4 | TR | 3:40 - 5:00PM | In Person | HORT 201 | WI | Nina Stracuzzi |
| SPAN | 526 | 1 | 55030 | Introduction to Latin American Cultures | 4 | MW | 3:40 - 5:00PM | In Person | MURG 202 | WC | Mauroto Fatuca |
| SW | 623 | 1 | 50203 | Social Work Practice: Interventions with Groups, Organizations and Communities | 4 | TR | 2:10 - 3:30PM | In Person | PFTY 202 | WI | Gislenen Bean |
| SW | 625 | 1 | 51494 | Social Welfare Policy in a Global Context | 4 | TR | 8:40 - 10:00AM | In Person | PFTY 202 | | Jodi Desbius |
| SW | 840 | 1ON | 52124 | Implications of Race, Culture, and Oppression for Social Work Practice | 4 | TR | 11:10 - 12:30PM | In Person | ONLINE | ONLINE | Vernon Carter |
| THDA | 430A | NSD | 53533 | Theatre and Social Justice: Reckoning with Race and Justice | 4 | TR | 11:10 - 12:30PM | In Person | ESCAL N119 | FPA, QVB, 103R | David Richardson |